PastramiWrapped Stuffed
Figs
Recipe By Susie Fishbein

Cooking and Prep:
m

45

Serves:

6

No Allergens

Preference: Meat

The Jewish contribution to fast food comes to this country in the form of deli.

Difficulty: Medium

Pastrami arrived in this country with a wave of Jewish immigration in the early

Occasion: Purim

19th century and has been a favorite ever since. This elegant appetizer, in the

Diet: Gluten Free, Low Carb

portion size suggested, can fill the craving you have for pastrami in an up-scale

Source: ArtScroll

fashion while including the fiber-rich sweetness of the fig. No fruit is higher in
fiber than the fig! One quarter-cup of dried figs provide a whopping 8.5 grams of
fiber and is also packed with potassium, calcium, iron, and magnesium.

Ingredients (7)
Main ingredients
2 (4-ounce) packages (18 strips), long pastrami, such as Aaron’s
2 cups port wine
1 tablespoon Gefen Cornstarch dissolved in 1 tablespoon water
1 tablespoon Gefen Honey

18 black mission figs, fresh or dried; fresh preferred
1/2 ripe cantelope, seeded
fresh parsley, chopped for garnish

Start Cooking
For the figs
1.

Remove the pastrami from the packaging. Pick out 18 (5–6 inch) slices, or trim some longer
slices to 5–6 inch lengths.

2.

Prepare the glaze: Pour the port into a small pot. Bring to a simmer and cook gently until it is
reduced by half, about 15 minutes. Add the dissolved cornstarch and stir. Bring to a simmer;
the mixture will thicken. Remove from heat. Mix in the honey.

3.

Trim the stems from the figs. Make a lengthwise cut three-quarters through each fig, leaving
the figs intact; do not cut all the way through. If using dried figs, sometimes they come
somewhat opened and may not need to be slit.

4.

Using the small side of a melon baller, scoop out round balls of cantelope. Stuff a melon ball
into each fig. Wrap a piece of pastrami around each fig, securing with toothpick. Fresh figs will
need longer slices. Place 3 figs on each plate. Pool 2 teaspoons of the glaze on each plate and
brush the figs with additional glaze.

5.

Garnish with fresh chopped parsley.
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